DEAR IDEA OF THE CONTROVERSY AT COLUMBIA WHICH HAS CENTERED ABOUT 

Mr. Harris' behavior seems unjustly to be such as not to justify his furtherance of opinion concerning its policy of free speech. The question of free speech does not do not conflict small details. The work being done for women and men is impressive beyond description, and the affirmation of their plans was most strikingly and indubitably generous.

The total loss of free speech does not do not conflict small details. The work being done for women and men is impressive beyond description, and the affirmation of their plans was most strikingly and indubitably generous.
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Unique Problems Discussed
In Experimental Psychology

By ALBERT CLARKES

Do those who rank high in intelli-
gence differ from those who do not? In a study recently made by Dr. Frank W. Harrell, it
was found that there are certain differences in the way in which the two groups of
students react to experimental conditions. One of the differences was in the amount of
innovation which the students showed in their work. Students who ranked high in in-
telligence were found to be more likely to make original discoveries than those who
did not. This suggests that intelligence may be associated with creativity and ad-
novation.

Sophomores Select Pin
At Meeting Monday

A meeting of the Sophomore class was held Monday. The purpose of the meeting
was to select a pin for the class of 1932. The pin was to be designed by a student of the
class and donated to the class by the senior class. A committee was appointed to select
the design.

Basketball Games Stand Out

The basketball games stand out as the major events of the week. The Bates team
won both of its games, defeating Colby College and Bowdoin College. The Bates team
is now in the lead in the conference and is expected to do well in the remaining games of
the season.

Prof. Chase Describes Trip In
Crete—Evades Robber Bands

The next meeting we started an
hour late on account of the
strike among railroad workers.
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WORK UNDERWAY TO IMPROVE FACILITIES FOR BASEBALL
To Enlarge Garceon Field So That Baseball Diamond Will Be Outside Gridiron Plan
By LICITIEL BELLETT

The work is now underway in the constraction of the new Garceon field. It is expected that the new field will be ready for use this fall. The present field is too small for the needs of the baseball team. The new field will be large enough to accommodate the entire team and will provide better facilities for practice. The team will be able to practice more effectively on the new field.

Vocational Banquet For Girls Tonight in Rand—Mrs. Stevens to Speak

A Jr. Class meeting held in the Rand Hall of the College today with Mrs. Stevens, the President of the Club, in attendance. The meeting was well attended and the President spoke on the importance of vocational training for girls. She urged the students to consider the value of vocational training and to make the best of every opportunity available.

Brown Discusses Diplomatic Life In Informal Talk

At a meeting held at the College today, Mr. Brown discussed the life of a diplomat. He spoke of the many responsibilities of a diplomat and the constant travel involved. He also spoke of the importance of maintaining a good reputation and of being well versed in the language of the host country.

Four Alumni Meet To Make Plans For Annual Ivy Event

Committee Heads Chosen Last Saturday

At a meeting held on Saturday last, the committee for the annual Ivy event was chosen. The committee is composed of the heads of the various departments and will be responsible for the planning and execution of the event.

From the News

Continued From Page One

The first four to finish in the five mile race were followed closely by the rest of the runners. Any suggestion, action, or plan will certainly improve the chances of the runners in the event.

New Male Quartet Is Latest Musical Group on Campus

These musical quartets are becoming more and more popular on campus. The group is composed of four students who have a strong interest in music. They are working hard to perfect their performances and to improve their style.

The case isn't settled yet but the Board of Trustees has decided to proceed with the construction of the new dormitories. The project is expected to be completed early this summer. If further work has to be done, it may be completed in time for the fall semester.

Bates Students to Be Featured in New Male Quartet

The new male quartet is composed of four students who have a strong interest in music. They are working hard to perfect their performances and to improve their style.
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